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UEFI Modifier was developed to help
Linux users and Windows users get

around this new mechanism. You'll find
that Windows 8 and later don't boot
from the standard USB, CD or DVD
drives. Instead, they need the UEFI

boot record to initiate the boot process.
In the past, if a user wanted to dual-

boot their PC, they would need to try to
find the correct code for their

motherboard and install it in the UEFI
boot record. With UEFI Modifier, you

can now edit this easily on a Windows
PC. You can boot to Linux or Windows.
Default Modifier 2.5 / Default Modifier
2.4 is an excellent app for Linux users.
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Its small size makes it easy to manage
and it's efficient. It supports Linux users
to set the applications they use as their
default programs. The developer of this

freeware program, Winwrapper.cc ,
released Default Modifier 2.5 on March

8, 2010, to help users solve
compatibility problems. However, with
Default Modifier 2.5, we have not seen
any problems that cannot be fixed by

users themselves. The latest version of
this, 2.4.1, we tested worked quite well,

but with some problems. Default
Modifier 2.4 worked fine and also
handled non-English versions of

applications. XChat Modifier is a handy
tool for creating custom servers. All you

need is a copy of XChat and your
server information. XChat Modifier will
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detect new, customized servers as soon
as they're added. However, the
application can only create local
servers. MP3 Quality Modifier is a
simple, straightforward tool does

exactly what it says it will - reduce the
size of your MP3 files without

compromising any quality. The trick to
this is modifying the file's bitrate - from

10 to 310 - so you can choose the
option that best suits your purposes.
This can be manually tweaked, or you

can just use one of the 5 presets
included in MP3 Quality Modifier.
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